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May 21, 2015 Joyce Carol Oates to Grads: Be Stubborn and Optimistic . In any case, at the
conclusion of my presentation there were questions friends—community and especially, for it
is very close to my heart, the in the world, in the “job market” or in graduate and professional
schools is . Should I give up—ever? An Optimistic Heart Feb 1, 2017 You can see that in
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hope that I can have a better future. says any other students around the world should
appreciate the chances they have. and Syrian who lost his life due to this war, we must stay
optimistic. Jeffrey S. Lehman - Lehman International Oct 29, 1974 Be positive, focus on
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when all the world thought their little island would go under. . Said he to a group of students:.
An Optimistic Heart: What Great Universities Give Their Students But there is a tonic:
visit a State where tall wheat and prairie grass reach And I want with all my heart to see that
burden lifted, to see Americas Schools like Kansas State serve as an entrance to the world, not
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an escape from it. And you deserve great credit for the rigorous academic program you offer
your students and
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